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EDITORIAL

Of conventions, comfort zones and service for the PHA

T

he May-June PHA Newsbriefs is by tradition a special convention issue to
somehow capture the highlights of the yearly gathering of heart enthusiasts.
PHA conventions have always been a showcase of what PHA leaders and members
can do as an organization. The primary gain being to update colleagues on
specific topics of interest. The whole confab is a unifying event by which this 61-year-old
conglomerate of 1,500 talented and skilled members, associates, advocates and
supporters gather together in wholesome camaraderie as experiences on the social
and intellectual level are exchanged.
This year, the PHA scientific
meeting moved out of its
traditional home at the
Edsa Shangri-la Hotel to a
new home at the Crowne
Plaza Manila Galleria Hotel.
This posed expected an
unexpected challenges for
the PHA especially to the
organizers.
“I have mixed feelings
about this year’s convention”
says over-all chair and
incoming PHA Vice president,
Dr. Eugene Reyes. “For this
convention, the PHA board
decided to transfer to a
new venue primarily as an
attempt to address the issue
on good stewardship of the
PHA funds. We have the
money to spend on a more
expensive venue but it’s not
just about how much we
earn and spend, it’s about
how much we can save”.
Dr. Joel Abanilla, Scientific
chair for this year’s meeting
and new PHA secretary
exclaimed, “this year’s
convention topics with the
theme of “Bringing Global
Trends in Cardiology Closer
to Home” was well thought

of by the committee members.
“The pressure for the
scientific committee is felt
during the months of
preparation prior to the event.
The preparation process is a
collaborative effort of all the
committee members. The big
challenge is to make the
topics relevant and interesting
in its design, format and
presentation.” Dr. Abanilla said.
In truth, PHA conventions
bring the altruistic nature of
every member. For the organizers
it is an offering of time and
talent to come up with a better
convention than the year
before. And that entails long
hours of planning even sleepless
nights and preoccupied days.
What a sacrifice. And for every
attendee in whatever capacity
indicated on the chest badge
bearing the PHA logo, convention
time is first and foremost an
offering of time away from
family and work in support
of the PHA. Indeed also a
sacrifice.
No matter what the role
played, whether as organizing
committee, as secretariat
support, as pharma alliance

or simply an attendee, PHA is
served. The PHA convention
therefore marks the growth
of our organization over the
years. It is a reflection of how
we have projected ourselves
to the medical world as key
opinion leaders and trendsetters.
Every PHA convention also
marks the ceremonial turnover
of leadership of the PHA. As
seen in the cover of this issue,
Dr. Isabelo Ongtengco confers
the honor of leadership to Dr.
Saturnino Javier to steer the
PHA for the coming year, July
2012 to June 2013.
Now that we have
grown in age and
stature, we as members
should also mature
in our service to this
organization that
we belong to. The
level of service and
commitment
of each
member
however,
varies
with
each
one’s
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orientation and experience.
But whatever that is, once a
PHA member always a PHA
member. No matter how
young and new each one is as
vital as any president or board
member of the PHA.
Our service is crucial to
what the PHA president and
Board can do for the PHA
during their term. We have a
new team captain, Dr. Bong
Javier and we also need a new
mindset in our service. A kind
see Page 22
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I

PHA 60th President (July 2011-June 2012)
President’s Annual Report Highlights
PHA 43rd Annual Convention & Scientific Meeting
Crowne Plaza Manila Galleria, Quezon City

t is with joy and humility that I formally conclude my term as PHA
leader. Working for the PHA in the past five years as member of the
PHA Board and for years as Council chair and member, has been a
source of great pride.

Divine Intervention led me on to the
PHA Board of Directors in 2006, backed
me up and guided me until the duration
and end of my presidency in June this
year.
Steering the PHA is both a colossal and
a challenging task.
It was not a smooth ride for the PHA
Board and the organization as a whole,
given the unstable economic scenario
that hurt the coffers of our industry
partners, whom we thought would be
financially well-entrenched, eternally.
Even in the heels of crisis, we were
fortunate enough to have had embarked
on and sustained some major projects,
with the same zeal albeit a conservative
stance.
I was lucky enough to belong to this
batch of Board members –Bong, Romy,
Ricky, Eugene, Joel, Raul, Alex and Noh,
who are hardworking, dedicated, resilient
and flexible. A leader can only be effective
with the backing of a competent and
compliant group.
To all the past presidents, the pillars
of PHA (especially my mentors---Drs. HB
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Calleja, Antonio Sibulo who have been my
inspiration even if I know that emulating
your performance is not easy;
The dynamic Councils and Committees,
Chapter presidents and officers;
Our constant industry partners, who have
stood by us through thick and thin and in
richer and in poorer, thank you;
The last but not the least, to my family
-- my wife, Rita; six children -- Jayson,
Richard, Kristine, Ryan, Raymond and Robin;
and three grandchildren -- Zac, Gabi and
Sabien; thank you for the encouragement
and understanding.
Again, it has been a great honor and
pleasure to serve the PHA. Thank you.
On behalf of the PHA Board, allow me to
present the highlights for the year.

I. RESEARCH
A. ACS Registry

Oct. 10, 2011 saw the launching of
the PHA Acute Coronary Syndrome (ACS)
Registry and holding of the 1st ACS Summit
at The Medical City, with Dr. Eugene Reyes
as chair of the PHA Registries and Council
on Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) chair Dr.

Liberty Yaneza as concurrent ACS Steering
Committee chair. In attendance were 96
representatives from PHA-accredited
training institutions, Councils, Chapters
and the Board to the summit which focused
on the following: current treatment options
from tertiary to primary hospitals in the
urban and rural areas; problems in
diagnosing ACS in the Philippines;
highly-recommended diagnostic/
therapeutic interventions for ACS based
on the CAD Guidelines; interpreting recent
randomized-controlled trial; evaluating
the efficacy and safety of anti-platelet
use and anticoagulation in ACS; and
understanding the advantages of selfcontinual improvement process through
the use of the ACS registries.
Prior, the nine PHA Chapters held Focus
Discussion Groups and acknowledged that
the tertiary hospitals that are equipped
with interventional procedures are mostly
in Metro Manila.
In November of 2011, three years after
its conceptualization, the PHA ACS Registry
got underway and had 331 patients
registered for the six-month period among
11 accredited training institutions -Cardinal Santos Medical Center, Chong
Hua Hospital, Manila Doctors Hospital,
Perpetual Succour Hospital Cebu,
see Page 32

NEWS

Convention posts 1,605 attendance turnout
Reyes: Make the most of the learning
opportunity in a confab

Q

By Gynna P. Gagelonia

UEZON CITY, May 23, 2012 -- An upbeat Philippine
Heart Association Secretary Dr. Eugene Reyes,
concurrent chair of the Organizing Committee,
announced that the three-day PHA 43rd 		
Annual Convention & Scientific Meeting registered
a turnout of 1,605 which is 23 percent more than last year’s
1,300 official count.
But there is more to it than posting figures exceeding that of the past year.
The actual gauge of a significant success is seeing jam-packed sessions with
attentive attendees staying during the entire session.
Reyes said “our venue is small no doubt, yet the session halls had many
empty seats. I understand that Convention time is also reunion time for
friends, still I hope that the attitude towards attending sessions will change
towards really making the most of the learning opportunity.”
Indeed, the entire Board is vindicated from criticisms and lack of
enthusiasm among the members, brought about by the change in venue
from the five-star Shangri-La Hotel to the four-star Crowne Plaza Hotel.
Reyes confessed that initially, he had mixed feelings about such
decision but rationalized “for this convention the PHA Board decided
to transfer to a new venue to make good use of our funds. We have the
money to spend on a more expensive venue but it’s not just about how
much we earn and spend, it’s about how much we can save.”
Some acknowledged the wisdom of taking a conservative stance
along with keeping the high-standard quality of the activities. A
number of younger cardiologists took notice of the “good
topics” but griped about the space constraint and long walk to
the registration area.
PHA Treasurer Dr. Joel Abanilla, Scientific Committee chair
is exultant over the positive feedback. He said “the pressure is
very much felt during the preparation months. The big challenge
is how to make it exciting and relevant to the times exciting.
Kudos should go to my members Drs. Timothy Dy, Leni
Iboleon-Dy and Sue Ann Locnen and PHA Council chairs.”
This year’s Convention theme is: “Bringing Global Trends in
Cardiology Closer to Home”.
The dynamic and trailblazer Filipino and foreign
cardiologists were able to bring in the principles of new
interventions from developed countries, to address the
Philippine cardiology’s many limitations, added Abanilla. ♥
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NEWS

SPJ to steer PHA on tail-end
of Decade of Cardiology
Sison and Del Rosario make it to directorial derby
By Gynna P. Gagelonia

QUEZON CITY, May 24, 2012 -- Dr. Saturnino P. Javier emerged
as the 61st president of the elite national organization of 1,500
cardiovascular experts during the PHA polls, an acme of the
annual PHA convention, held this year at a new venue, the
Crowne Plaza Hotel in this city.
Also elected as
members of the PHA
Board of Directors
2012-2013 whose
official term starts on
July 1, 2012 are: Drs.
Eugene Reyes, vice
president; Joel Abanilla,
secretary; Alex Junia,
treasurer; Raul Lapitan,
director 3; Jorge Sison,
director 2; and Jonas
Del Rosario, director 1.
Immediate past
president Dr. Isabelo
Ongtengco sits on the
Board as ex-officio.
The two lay officers –
VP for Finance Romeo
Cruz and VP for External
Affairs Ricky Alegre
were retained by Javier.
Both vice presidential
posts serve at the
pleasure of the president.
Prior, Javier served
the PHA Board in
several capacities that

come with the posts
which ascends each year,
as director (3 years),
treasurer (1 year),
secretary (1 year) and
vice president (1 year).
He was a three-term
director by virtue of
getting the least number
of votes among the
three winning directors
in his batch (2006), in
the order of seniority or
based on the votes
garnered they were:
Drs. Eleanor Lopez,
Isabelo Ongtengco and
Javier.
And he won a very
slim margin of one vote
over one new director
wannabe.
Call it serendipity.
That single vote that
ushered him in to the
Board translated to
invaluable gains for the
PHA Healthy Lifestyle

Advocacy and other
activities that made
waves; and taking on the
colossal task of holding
the PHA baton on the
last year of the Decade of
Cardiology (2002-2012)
which was declared by
Malacanang in February
2002.
After passing the litmus
test of PHA Advocacy
chair on his first year with
flying colors, he was
asked to take on the same
posts for two more years,
a unanimous decision of
the incumbent president
and board. He has carved
a niche in PHA history
for handling big projects,
among them are –
Deadma?, Dead Ka!;
Assembly for Campus
Criters, 1st PHA Diet Guide,
and the Healthy Lifestyle
Passport as well at
multi-link alliances. ♥

Hypertension and music specialist
Dr. Jorge Sison has gained
recognition for his exploits
as Hypertension
analyst as author
and co-author
of a litany
of research
papers
and
publications.
In the
field of
cardiology,
mere mention
of the name Dr.
Jorge Sison conjures
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up landmark projects like
Presyon 1 and 2 and Python
1-4 and the PHA
Hymn. In the music
milieu, Jorge
Sison is a noted
composer
whose name
evokes songs
like Magbabalik
Pa Rin Ako,
All of My Life,
Love of Mine,
etc., which were
interpreted by popular
artists. ♥
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Scientist and artist
Dr. Jonas Del Rosario is the
youngest cardiologist to bag
the Ten Outstanding
Young Men
(TOYM) 2004
Award in the
Field of
Medicine.
He has
introduced
many “firsts”
and performed
breakthroughs
in non-surgical
treatment of
congenital heart diseases.

He is a dynamic and
fastidious worker which he
has proved during
countless programs
of the PHA
Council on
Congenital
Heart
Disease and
RF/RHD.
He does not
mind shifting
to the role of
a photographer
while being at the
helm of the activity. ♥
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Conventional Convocation
is a constant awakening
Time and again, the traditional Convocation Opening Rites/
Academic Procession calls to mind a sense of honor and
illustriousness.

Thirty-three new Fellows resplendent in their vermillion robes as they
filed past.
Forty-one freshly minted Diplomates triumphant over the recently
concluded specialty board exams.
Sixty-six young faces of Associate Fellows eager to be part of such an
august body. Led by the Marshall, Dr. Saturnino Javier, they took their
place in the academic procession joining the PHA Board, Affiliate Societies,
Council and Chapter heads, past presidents and College awardees.
Veering from the old and familiar, the PHA 43rd Annual Convention
was held at the Crowne Plaza Manila Galleria for the first time, with Dr.
Eugene B. Reyes, over-all chair of the Organizing Committee serving as
the Master of Ceremonies.
And now there are 13. Joining the growing roster of accredited training
institutions recognized by the PHA are the Angeles University Foundation
Medical Center represented by the Chair of the Section of Cardiology,
Dr. Edgardo Timbol and the University of Perpetual Help Dalta Medical
Center represented by the Chief of Cardiovascular Section Dr. Juliana Tamayo.
The Chairs of the Specialty Boards of the Philippine College of Cardiology,
Dr. Romeo Santos for Adult Cardiology and Dr. Edgardo Ortiz for Pediatric
Cardiology were also given due recognition.
The five College Awardees together with their respective marshalls
took center stage. Loyalty Awardee Dr. Generoso Matiga with a thriving
practice in Cebu expressed amazement at the recognition that came after
26 years of serving the association in various capacities.
Distinguished Scientist Awardee Dr. Marcellus Ramirez likewise expressed
sentiments that he felt too young to be receiving such a distinction.
Admitting that research was something that he did initially as a
requirement for completion, has now evolved into a lifelong passion.
Dr. Wilson Tan de Guzman, this year’s Distinguished Teacher Awardee,
joined the teaching profession in 1992 and to this day continues to make
a mark in the lives of his students, patients and colleagues alike. He in
turn credits them as being truly his teachers in every sense of the word.
Dr. Olympia Malanyaon received the Distinguished Service Award in
behalf of this year’s awardee Dr. Edgardo E. Ortiz for his accomplishment
as a clinician, academician, researcher, scientist, and his solid zeal for
advocacy.
The Distinguished Fellow Awardee, Dr. Rafael Castillo counts his marshall
Dr. Nelson Abelardo as one of his true friends rallying behind him during
his presidency. Reminiscing on how he wanted to simply survive the year,
his mantra eventually became “I will prevail” and encouraged the PHA
membership to likewise prevail.
Not every year does the PHA give out presidential awards. This year we
have two.
Dr. Avenilo P. Aventura is the 10th recipient of the PHA Lifetime Award,
his illustrious career punctuated by many firsts and pioneering endeavors.
His claim to the award, he joked, was by merit of outliving everybody else.
Despite being recognized as a visionary leader and respected Fellow of
the College, Dr. Rody Sy failed to foresee that he will be the 8th recipient
of the Golden Heart Award, a recognition first given to Dr. Yolando Sulit.
The highlight of the ceremonies was the Dr. Mariano Alimurung Lecture
delivered by Dr. Noe Babilonia. Departing from the formal tones that
we come to expect from these scientific gatherings, Dr. Babilonia added
humorous touches on current national issues all the while issuing the
challenge to have a “Heart for the Poor.” ♥
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Generations of cardiologists par excellance
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NEWS
Dr. Mariano M. Alimurung

Babilonia to colleagues:
Bring wellness initiatives to the poor
By Gloria Myla Supe, MD

Named after its esteemed Founding President, the Philippine
Heart Association’s Mariano M. Alimurung Lecture is delivered
by a past president who can choose a topic that is closest to his/
her heart. Varied concerns and issues have been discussed and
dissected on this platform, in honor of a man who was known
to many as a world prominent cardiologist, teacher, writer and
researcher.

Dr. Noe Babilonia, this year’s Alimurung Lecturer chose to talk about the
undeclared SALN of father of Philippine Cardiology: the “Passionate Healer’s”
heart for the poor.
“According to a recent independent international
study, 44% of the Philippine population subsists on
less than 2 US dollars a day” said Babilonia.
“Although based on the new system of classification
there are lesser poor Filipinos now at 23.1 million,
down from 28.5 million based on the old way (of
defining the poverty line), this is our reality” and
proceeded to graphically illustrate the current
realities in the Philippines.
“The PHA with its golden heart,” alluding to
the award presented earlier during the opening
ceremonies to Dr. Rody Sy, “should be in the
best position to show a genuine concern ... a
heart for the poor.” Quoting bible verses from
Matthew and Luke, Babilonia declared that “our marching orders are
clear.”
Babilonia, a director for the ANCOP (ANswering the Cry of the
Poor) Health Program of the Couple’s for Christ, in collaboration
with PHA, was able to bring to the marginalized the Wellness
Initiatives that he was a proponent of while still PHA president
in the year 2000.
The programs are far-reaching and included among other
things maternal and child health, outreach surgical missions,
strategies for crisis management, noting that these peoples are often
victims of calamities, TB control, family health, cancer support programs, health
insurance coverage, essential dental care as well as specialists and referral
network.
He was also quick to caution regarding the need for the customers to
buy-in to the program for it to succeed, “hence , we call them partners and not
beneficiaries.”
Babilonia called them “health techies” - volunteers who were trained with the
help of PHA to act as health workers in their communities. After validation of
the course, the training manual was officially launched last year.
The Health techies have been actively involved in the Wellness Initiatives of
PHA participating during Heart Month’s Dance Aerobic Contests.
Making a play on this year’s convention theme “Bringing global trends in
Cardiology closer to home”, Babilonia ended his lecture by encouraging the
Filipino cardiologist to rather “export to the world the Filipino’s heart for the poor. ♥
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Babilonia, 49th PHA President

